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FISH B1RBEGUE3,

* ̂  In the days of the Cherokee Nation is was a

custom of many of the native people to visit the

bankejrNthe streams in the summer season and feast
' J

upon barbecued fish* Large numbers of fine fish
a

were caught in/short space of time* Pounded buckeye

root, and in instances, devil's shoe string were

placed in the shallow water, below which were deep

blue stretches of water, and withinfrather brief •

period of time, the vitiated wa'ter had effect upon

the fish, which became "drunk",''as the saying was,
*

and floated helplessly at the 'surface* Men, women,'

and children then engaged in gathering the fish,

the children staying in the shallow water below t.

or at the edge "of the st.reanu None but fair*sized

fish irere .utilized, the -smaller specimens floated

away and soon revived in the fresh water* Immediate-

ly a sufficiency of the larger fish were carried

from the Illinois, Barren. Fork, Caney, br other

streams, preparations were begun for the roasting

- or barbecuing* Dry wood, had been* burned into masses
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of glowing coals, above which scaffolds of green

hard wood had been built* Upon 'the scaffolds- the
I

well cleaned fish were laid in rows and subjected

to steady and long sustained heai until thoroughly

cooked* Thereafter, with"other articles of food,

the principal of which was bread made of Indian

corn meal, with plenty of black coffee, the feast

engaged the attention of all," Jrom the earliest

days of the Cherokee. Nation in Indian Territory

until within a few years of the admi'ssion of Okla-

homa. to statehood, fish barbecues were held in

the summer time* But eventually, when the Indian

government lost its attributes by reason of the

operation of the Curtis Billicatching fish by

temporarily ̂diluting the water with,buckeye roots

or other roots was forbidden by law and no barbe-

cues occurred* During many years the streams of

the Cherokee "hills were famous for their great

numbers and varieties of fish, and the numbers were

not greatly reduced while buckeye and devils shoe-

string were used in capturing fish, for the smaller

specimens were not destroyed but grew into large
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fish* But"a number of years before the dissolution

of the Cherokee Nation as a government, there were

ne» arrivals from outlying states, who,, finding an

abundance of fish in the Cherokee streams, and not
• • •

caring to take the time in which to fish with hooks •

and lines, initiated the explosion of- "giant powder",

or dynamite in the rivers and' creeks* Soon the

fish were largely depleted in numbers, for the power-

ful explosive killed ail fishj large or small for

long distances* Several years elapsed before the

use of explosives was forbidden* and by *hat time

there were practically no fish in many portions of

the streams* Since then there has been some increase

but the number is yet small in comparison with that

of the" eai'lier-per4ods» Two Cherokees who Iive4

northeast of ̂ Tahlequan owned, a couple of dogs which

assisted in bringing fish to the banks of the Illinois

river* As the men made ready to gather the fish the

dogs whimpered and exhibited excitement, soon to plunge

into the water and grasp a fish apiece in their mouths.

After placing the fish on the banks the dogs returned

to the water and continued to assist until the task >

was., completed, so persons who witnessed the performance
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